
Built in the 11th century on a rock that dominates three valleys in

the north of Ardenne, the Château de Franchimont is an major

archaeological site in Theux, sure to delight history lovers. Don't

miss its museum!

Allée Du Château 17

Theux - 4910

Phone number (main contact): +32

87 53 04 89

https://www.chateau-

franchimont.be
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 Château de Franchimont: a medieval fortress in

Theux
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History

https://visitwallonia.com/en-gb/file/36529


The current remains of this ancient stronghold of the former

principality of Liège bear witness to a spectacular medieval

fortified castle adjusted at the start of modern times. The 11-12th

century castle is at the heart of the fortress, encircled by a large

wall featuring artillery dating back to the early 16th century. 

Louis XIV’s troops sadly demolished it in 1676. What was left

was ravaged and pillaged during the French Revolution. The

remaining structures still are worth  a detour: thet are a rare

example of the evolution of defence systems during the

Renaissance, its blockhouses and their underground entrances

being the star attractions of the visit. You can learn more about

this gem of the Walloon heritage through an interactive visit with

an audio guide.

A museum and a screening room, nestled in the basement of the

welcome centre, will help you travel back in time to explore the

story of the castle.

History lovers will particularly appreciate the galleries featuring

objects found during archaeological excavations. Some pieces

give interesting insights, the evolution of china dishes for

example.

Visitors can learn about this incredible piece of Walloon history

by listening to the audio guide.

Guided tours and medieval themed animations are organised

throughout the year.

Download the brochure at the bottom of this page to find

ideas for walks near the stunning castle of the Duchy of

Limbourg.
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The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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